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Hello
This week we go around rural Zimbabwe to
marvel at the changing views as people put up
beautiful homes and start businesses working the
land of their ancestors.
More than that, we are inspired by that hard-toexplain in full aspect of Hunhu/Ubuntu that
seems to be regenerating among us as we return
to our roots.
Father's Day is coming. We know men are usually
the poor guys who give presents and don't receive
much themselves. No excuse this year. We will
keep the suggestions coming until no one has an
excuse not to do something for the supermen in
our lives.
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Hypertension is now a common ailment that
most of us have to live with. It knows no
demographic. So any little thing that helps is
important. Look up the DASH advice from an
expert and see how your diet could be the answer
to a better existence with the condition.
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Sports and superstition go hand in hand. The
world over. We are not really surprised that
Zimbabwean football makes it on several lists of
the wackiest superstitions ever. But we are human
enough to be very glad that we are in very good
company. LOL!
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Rutendo Mutangabende: +263 776 284 916
Leon Kondowe: +263 733 100 191
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Opportunities

Organization: Cultivating New Frontiers in Agriculture (CNFA)
1. Human Resources & Administrative
Officer, Bulawayo, Zimbabwe
Position Summary
The Human Resources & Administrative Officer will be
responsible for providing support in various human
resources and administrative functions. S/he must be able to
multi-task and communicate effectively with the entire team.
This position reports to the Operations/Safety & Security
Manager.

Languages
Fluency in spoken and written English is essential. Basic
proficiency in spoken IsiNdebele required. Proficiency in
other languages spoken in Matabeleland North a plus.
2. Field Operations Coordinator- Lupane or
Hwange with travel within Amalima Loko
operational area.
Position Summary

Qualifications
•Degree in Human Resources management, Administration
or equivalent
•IPMZ diploma
•At least 5 years NGO and USAID experience in Human
Resources
•Further training in Human Resources will be a plus
•Class 4 driver's license
•Knowledge, Skills and Abilities Requirement
•MS Office and other business applications
•Ability to work under pressure and with minimal
supervision
•Sound knowledge of Labour Laws
•Strong interpersonal and communication skills
•Must be able to maintain confidentiality matters
•Problem solving and decision-making aptitude
•Ability to manage complex working relationships
•Reliable & strong ethics
•Strong communication, planning and organization skills

CNFA is seeking qualified applicants with NGO operations
experience in USAID-funded programs to serve as Field
Operations Coordinator. S/he will serve as support for the
operations team overseeing all operations in the field in
compliance to USAID regulations, logistics and
procurement, administration, fleet, safety, security, human
resources and IT. S/he will report directly to
Operations/Safety and Security Manager.
Qualifications
Master's degree in business administration, logistics or
related area of study or equivalent work experience.
At least ten years progressively responsible work experience
in management, operations and administration, including
NGO field projects. USAID experience a plus.

•Clean class 4 drivers' license, class 2 will be a plus
•Computer literate
•Knowledge, Skills and Abilities Requirement
•Defensive driving
•Demonstrated ability to work in a team
•Good oral and written communication skills (English and
local languages).
•Demonstrated ability to interact and communicate with
wide range of stakeholders both verbally and in writing;
•Demonstrated ability to collaborate, willingness to
innovate and ability to think systematically;
•Proven experience in managing multiple, complex and
competing tasks while maintaining quality of deliverables
within deadlines.
•Reliable & ethical
•Strong interpersonal and communication skills.
•Good organizational skills and attention to detail
•Ability to multi-task and manage pressure
•Ability to maintain confidentiality and treat people fairly
and equitably.
•High degree of professionalism, integrity and ability to
demonstrate good judgement and discretion at all times
•Good negotiation and networking skills
Languages
Fluency in spoken and written English is essential.
Proficiency in IsiNdebele strongly preferred, and other
languages spoken in Matabeleland North.
Https://unjobs.org/duty_stations/zimbabwe

•Possession of both academic and professional
qualifications is an added advantage
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WhatsApp multi-device explained:
How will it work, when is the release?
WhatsApp multi-device feature has been confirmed. The upcoming feature is set to release in
the next few months or so for everyone. The public beta will release in one or two months

O

ne WhatsApp feature that we
all, literally, have been
waiting for in all these
months is the multi-device support.
After being subjected to several leaks
and rumours in the last few years, the
multi-device support has been official
confirmed.
The coming of multi-device support
on WhatsApp has been confirmed by the
company itself. Earlier this week,
Facebook CEO Mark Zuckerberg and
WhatsApp head Will Cathcart confirmed
the coming of multi-device support
feature and that the public beta rollout
begins in two months
The WhatsApp multi-device feature
will allow a user to use their account on
more than one device. In an interview
with WABetaInfo, Cathcart said that with
this feature coming in, users will be able
to use one account in as many as four
devices at a time.
Now that the WhatsApp multi-device
support is on the way to official release,
let's take a look at how will the feature
work and when will it release for
everyone in the world.

WhatsApp multi-device: How will it
work?
As the name suggests, the WhatsApp
multi-device support will allow users to
use their WhatsApp account in more
than one device, which currently not the
case. As already mentioned, the
WhatsApp multi-device support will
allow users use one account in four
devices at the same time. Cathcart also
confirmed that the feature will work
even if the primary device doesn't have a
stable internet connection.
Zuckerberg highlighted that the
company has been working on this
feature for a long time. “It's been a big
technical challenge to get all your
messages and content to sync properly
across devices even when your phone
battery dies, but we've solved this and
we're looking forward to getting it out
soon,” Facebook CEO said talking about
the upcoming multi-device support.
WhatsApp multi-device: When is the
release?
The release date hasn't been revealed
yet but it is likely to reach everyone in the
next three four months or so. Cathcart

and Zuckerberg said that the “public
beta” release will happen in the next
month or two. The exact date of release
hasn't been revealed yet. Similar to all
other WhatsApp features, the multidevice support is expected to first
release for Android followed by iOS
users.
Https://www.bgr.in/features/whatsapp
-multi-device-feature-explainedrelease-date-964240/

“

As the name
suggests, the
WhatsApp multidevice support will
allow users to use
their WhatsApp
account in more
than one device
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DASH Diet and High Blood
Pressure
Medically Reviewed by James Beckerman, MD, FACC on March 08, 2021

DASH stands for Dietary Approaches to
Stop Hypertension (high blood pressure).
The diet is simple:
 Eat more fruits, vegetables, and lowfat dairy foods
 Cut back on foods that are high in
saturated fat, cholesterol, and trans
fats
 Eat more whole-grain foods, fish,
poultry, and nuts
 Limit sodium, sweets, sugary drinks,
and red meats
In research studies, people who were on
the DASH diet lowered their blood
pressure within 2 weeks.
Another diet -- DASH-Sodium -- calls for
cutting back sodium to 1,500 milligrams a
day (about 2/3 teaspoon). Studies of
people on the DASH-Sodium plan
lowered their blood pressure as well.
Starting the DASH Diet
The DASH diet calls for a certain
number of servings daily from various
food groups. The number of servings you
require may vary, depending on how
many calories you need per day.
You can make gradual changes. For
instance, start by limiting yourself to
2,400 milligrams of sodium per day
(about 1 teaspoon). Then, once your

body has adjusted to the diet, cut back to
1,500 milligrams of sodium per day
(about 2/3 teaspoon). These amounts
include all sodium eaten, including
sodium in food products as well as in
what you cook with or add at the table.
Dash Diet Tips
 Add a serving of vegetables at lunch
and at dinner.
 Add a serving of fruit to your meals or
as a snack. Canned and dried fruits
are easy to use, but check that they
don't have added sugar.
 Use only half your typical serving of
butter, margarine, or salad dressing,
and use low-fat or fat-free
condiments.
 Drink low-fat or skim dairy products
any time you would normally use
full-fat or cream.
 Limit meat to 6 ounces a day. Make
some meals vegetarian.
 Add more vegetables and dry beans
to your diet.
 Instead of snacking on chips or
sweets, eat unsalted pretzels or nuts,
raisins, low-fat and fat-free yogurt,
frozen yogurt, unsalted plain
popcorn with no butter, and raw
vegetables.
 Read food labels to choose products

that are lower in sodium.
Staying on the DASH Diet
The DASH diet suggests getting:
Grains: 7-8 daily servings
Vegetables: 4-5 daily servings
Fruits: 4-5 daily servings
Low-fat or fat-free dairy products: 2-3
daily servings
Meat, poultry, and fish: 2 or less daily
servings
Nuts, seeds, and dry beans: 4-5 servings
per week
Fats and oils: 2-3 daily servings
Sweets: try to limit to less than 5 servings
per week
How Much Is a Serving?
When you're trying to follow a healthy
eating plan, it helps to know how much of
a certain kind of food is considered a
"serving." One serving is:
 1/2 cup cooked rice or pasta
 1 slice bread
 1 cup raw vegetables or fruit
 1/2 cup cooked veggies or fruit
 8 ounces of milk
 1 teaspoon of olive oil (or any other oil)
 3 ounces cooked meat
 3 ounces tofu- https://www.webmd.
com
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Beauty
on a
budget
Key pieces to mix and
match this winter
Lynn Murahwa

it is
important to
dress accordingly,
keeping warm will
help you ward off
a nasty flu.

T

he chill is definitely upon us, if
the past couple of days and
nights are any indication of
what's to come, then we better brace
ourselves for a nippy couple of months.
It is interesting that a lot of people
seem to prefer the winter to warmer
days, present company included.
Regardless, of what season you prefer, it
is important to dress accordingly,
keeping warm will help you ward off a
nasty flu.
Wi n t e r d o e s p o s e t h e a d d e d
advantage of fun winter ensembles.

There is something about a put together
winter wardrobe that can make anyone
look effortlessly chic, without breaking
the bank, for both men and women.
With the right key pieces you can look
dashingly debonair or runway ready
trendy. Let's take a look at just a few
things you could buy that you can wear
all winter long with endless
combinations.
A coat
This is the ultimate winter accessory. A
stylish winter coat is just that, stylish,

and can be worn for years to come. Most
coats are made with durable fibres, not
only to block the cold but to endure
being worn multiple times of many
seasons. There are so many different
styles when it comes to coats, but if you
are working with a tight budget, we
suggest getting a dark, understated coat
with minimal detail. Think dark grey or
black. This allows you so much
versatility, as you can pair it with
multiple coloured outfits, casual or
formal, through the season.
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Boots
Am I the only one who feels insanely
fashionable and trendy when wearing boots? It
does not matter if its high heeled, uggs, ankle,
knee or thigh high, a boot will make you feel like
you rule the world. When it comes to boots on a
budget, again, understated is best. Darker
colours and minimal detail are always a win.
With boots you can afford to be a bit more
adventurous with the heel, you could choose
flat boots, platform or ones with a higher heel,
just remember though, the higher the heel, the
less likely you are going to wear them
frequently throughout the season.

“

Fashion can
be fun, but it is
better to keep
warm and stay
healthy.

Scarf
Scarves are not only beautiful but can be quite
affordable too. A good scarf can last you years
and with multiple ways to tie it, it can never get
boring. Invest in buying a couple of scarves
every year and here you can afford to go wild
with style and colour. A scarf ads either a flair of
fun or that little somethi9ng extra to tie your
look together. Whether you are going for a
polished look or something flirtier, you are sure
to find something up your alley.
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Building Zimbabwe,
one post at a time
Monica Cheru

A Facebook page is helping change
the stor y of Zimbabwe. Nothing
surprising about that as social media has
become the centre of human interaction
and the human story.
But the interesting thing about this
one is that in the driving seat there are no
activists, no leaders pushing an agenda
and no fanatics blindly following. But a
revolution is effectively taking place.
Revolutions are the stuff that makes
history interesting. While some are fast
paced, full of drama and fated to spawn
stories of all formats, some happen
quietly.
So quietly that it may take a while for
many people to realise what is happening
and buy in.

Facebook page “let's build rural
homes in Zimbabwe” is one such
revolution. With 87.2K members and
adding new ones every day, the page has
become the centre of the rural Zimbabwe
renaissance.
“This group is like a series. It always
leaves you with an appetite to read the
next post or see the next picture. Always
inspired. Forward with developing our
ancestral land,” one member sums it up.
“ Va r i m u Jo n i n g a t i i t e t i c h i w a k a
kumusha. Kalife kemuJoni kachasvika
pakuwoma. Hondo yeminda irimunzira
and job cuts due to pandemic.” One of
the page members explained the
inspiration behind the page.
It started off with Zimbabweans

Hurungwe

living in neighbouring South Africa
wanting a home to return to as they
believe that land redistribution and
Covid-19 effects will result in SA no
longer being a viable job market for
them.
High costs of urban land and a
housing backlog of half a million have
forced many Zimbabweans in search of a
home to call their own to turn to rural
areas. The first wave saw peri-urban
areas like Domboshava and Seke turning
into commuter dormitories.
The trend has now spread to all
corners as a good number are choosing
to build wherever they come from and
not necessarily move closer to the
nearest urban centre.
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The “let's build rural homes in
Zimbabwe” page is where thousands
are flocking for inspiration. Members
are also pulling funds from status
symbols and focusing on what they
believe is meaningful investment.
“Vanhu vemu group muno Mwari
avenemi. Manditadzisa kutenga
BMW yangu ye Christmas. Now room
yangu yazara nema building
materials. Chindiudzaiwo Kuti
ndoendesa sei sliding door
kuZimbabwe from JHB,” one group
member couldn't resist a touch of
humour as he shared how he dropped
plans to indulge himself in flashy
wheels, and has now opted to build up
his rural home.
After years of rural-urban migration,
the tide is slowly but surely turning as
gracious rural homes becomes a
highly desirable goal for increasing
numbers.
While beautiful rural homes are
nothing new, they have long been
considered white elephants, overinvestment wastes that would never
be utilised.
But with electrification, increased
mobile phone and internet coverage,
and private vehicles, living in the rural
areas is no longer being lost in the
back of beyond. The late Genius

“Ginimbi” Kadungure showed that
the it-crowd can be brought to the
rural area with the right pull. And
perhaps gave kumusha/ekhaya a
whole new meaning.
But perhaps the biggest game
changer is a matter of money. In the
past rural homes were built as
retirement places for pensioners to
enjoy their twilight years among their
own people after spending their
productive years working far from
home.
Now young people are investing in
production in the rural areas and
using the revenue to further develop
their rural homes. Horticulture and
animal husbandry are the favourite.
One group member captured the
essence of the drive:
“My beloved rural home in Chief
M a p a n z u r e , Ve r e n g a V i l l a g e
Masvingo. Electricity, borehole.
Garden, fish ponds, piggery. I intend
to build a state of the art mansion with
showers and water reticulation. When
I grew up there was only a round hut
kitchen and a two roomed thatched
granary.”
People are also using the page as a
resource place. Group members
share building plans, prices and
places to procure building materials:

Masvingo

Birchenough Bridge

Rutenga
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Monde village- Hwange Rural

Mberengwa

A

re you planning to renovate,
build or buy a property? It
could be a private residence
or professional work space.
Perhaps you are out of the country
and you are looking at investing in
property back home. Or you have
joined the rural upgrade trend and you
want a kumusha/ekhaya fit for gracious
living. You could also be moving up to a
fancier neighbourhood.
Whichever the case may be, you

need a project manager. A good project
manager will take away the
responsibility and stress of your project
from the beginning to the end. They
ensure that this happens on time and to
the standards you expect.
Most of us, business or individual,
have to work with a limited budget. And
sometimes we stop reaching for our
aspirations because we think they are
beyond reach.
This is where a good project

manager becomes invaluable. They
can give you advice such as when you
can pick a property in your choice
neighbourhood at great value then
renovate it to your taste at much less
cost than you would fork out if you
bought a market price for final end
product. They will also advise on the
latest trends and where to get the best
products at the best value.
Let's look at the process of
construction:

You start off with a need or a want.
Perhaps the family or business is
growing and there is a pressing reason
for more space. Or you now have the
means to move to the location of your
dreams. You may even just want to
upgrade your present premises to fit
changing tastes, finances and trends.
The project manager listens to you
as you describe your need or want and

your aspirations. They will then prepare
a brief which is used to produce for plan
drawing. The sketch helps you, the
client to decide if you really want to live
with your vision. Are all glass walls such
a great idea?
A budget estimate is the ultimate call
to practical considerations. Once the
budget is approved, the next stage is the
detailed design. Then contractors are

hired and work commences. The
project manager will be on hand to
monitor every step of the way, trouble
shoot and solve problems as they arise.
They will also make sure that all
regulatory requirements are met and
that the contractors are sticking to the
terms of the contract. Then after all
quality checks have been passed, it is
time to hand over your building to you.

TN Zunzanyika Associates

www.tzunzanyika.com

CreativeHUB

Project managers turn your
aspirations into reality
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Esigodini

Seke
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Lukwesa Lodge (A private
residence in Zhombe)

“Ndawuyawo kuzotsvagawo
rubatsiro pano. Varikuvakawo
kumusha building material
murikutengawo kupi. Uye
ndingaitawo budget yemarii in
Rands kuvaka 3 rooms rangu.” (I am
looking for advice. Those building
in rural areas where are you buying
stuff? Also how much should I
budget in Rands to put up three
rooms?)
Technical experts in all aspects of
construction are joining the group
and the members are using the
platform to get a bit of free help:
“Makadii vanhu vashe?
N d o k u m b i r a k u bv u n z a k u t i
vanovaka matoilet ano flasher
munomavaka sei? Gomba
rinoenda mvura netsvina. Pluz
ndoda kubvunza harimbozari
here?” (Hello good people. I would
like to ask those who are
constructing flushing toilets that
are replacing Blair latrines how it's
done. Does the system take all
waste? Also do they fill up?)
Typical of social media, there are
always those who want to flash an
artificial life that is totally different
from the one that they are leading.
But on this group they are soon
called out:
“Makadii masamusha ose aripano.
Kurudziro ndiyo ndiyo ngativakei
misha. Asi chakakosha dzimwe
nzendo ngatitaurei tadzoka. It

seems ma 3D tinenge tiri
kumawanza. No offence.” (Hello
heads of homes here. Our mantra
remains the same, encouraging
each other to build our homes. But
let's share what we have built. Too
many 3-D photos being shared. No
offence.)
The development of rural areas is a
good thing, as surely service and
access will naturally follow the
money being invested and the
repopulation of the areas with
young and hungry people.
But there is need for regulation and
planned development to happen.
Those buying land in rural areas
need to know the legal niceties to
avoid falling prey to the land barons
who have stepped up to take
advantage of the trend.
Construction experts also warn that
the absence of regulator y
construction inspectors who
ensure that urban buildings are of
acceptable standards may also lead
to future woes and tragedy.
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Lukwesa Lodge (A private
residence in Zhombe)

All images and
quotes courtesy of
'Let's build rural
homes in Zimbabwe'
page
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Build your own
Man Cave
Lynn Murahwa

Eko Atlantic City in Lagos, Nigeria

S

ince the dawn of time men
have strived to establish
themselves, to make a mark
and to create a space that is wholly their
own. This is why wars were fought and
why men work so hard to achieve their
set goals in life.
The modern day man, with all the
pressures of daily life needs an escape, a
place to unwind and gather or scatter
thoughts to make way for the battles

which will ensue on the following day.
It may all sound a bit dramatic but it is
quite necessary, especially when it
comes to mental health and general
well-being. It is evident that it has
becomes increasingly more difficult to
achieve the same level of success over
the years.
20 years ago it was easier to get a
loan, buy a house or even start a thriving
business than it is today, however the

expectations placed on men to
accomplish the same successes as our
forefathers has not eased.
Superman with all his might still
needed the Fortress of Solitude when
the pressure mounted. Batman, with all
his wealth, still ne eded the Bat Cave to
gather his thoughts. I mean, even the
villains have lairs, so why deny yourself
the same.
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With father's Day just around the
bend, give yourself a gift, the gift of
your own space.
So what goes down in a modern day,
man cave?

whatever works best for your budget.
3. Foot rest. You definitely need to put
your feet up.
4. Fridge. A cold one for you and your
buddies to enjoy without leaving the
comfort of the cave. If you cannot afford a
small bar fridge, invest in a sizeable ice
bucket or cooler box.

After a long week in the business
trenches, you make your way into
stronghold, your citadel, your castle,
perfectly fitted to suit you as a person, not
you as a husband or a father or son but
the things that inspire you on a deeply
personal level.
Having such a man cave not only gives
you a break from the world but also keeps
you in touch with who you are. As most
grown-ups can attest, life has a way of
making you forget who you are outside of
your roles.

6. Entertainment. Your man cave
should not be the same as your office
space, even if you use it to brainstorm. A
T.V, pool table or even a computer are
necessary to help you unwind.

You don't need a million
One misconception that some might
have is that you need a Bruce Wayne type
budget to build a man cave. Not at all. The
idea is not what is in it, but rather what it
offers you when you are in it. Peace.
All you need is the space, a room, and it
does not even have to be huge.

7. Decorate. If you are married or cohabituating, this may be the one space
where you can have free reign on décor,
so make it count. Choose your colours,
consider the feel you want the room to
have, are you big on gaming; books;
sports; motorsport or comics. There is no
limit, it is all your preference.

1. Separate space. The cave works best
if it is in a separate space from the rest of
the people you live with.

It could take years to get your space to
where you want it and that's all right
because you get to enjoy the process of
watching a project you are doing entirely
for you come alive.

2. Comfortable seating. You need to
be able to relax, garden chairs or sofas,

5. Food. For when you are peckish,
crisps or biltong, it's up to you.

Car Hire
Start From

$30

CreativeHub

Daily Rates

chauffeur Driven
City Tours
Airport Transfers

Toyota Hilux

Honda Fit

Toyota Quantum

282 Herbert Chitepo Avenue
Harare, Zimbabwe

0715452064 | 0717406717
+263 242 708 042

sales@clickdrive.co.zw
www.clickdrive.co.zw
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Sport

The Strangest Superstitions
In Sports History

Serena Williams
Corey Nachman
Aug 10, 2011, 12:06

S

ports figures have fallen into
routines, habits, and superstitions
that they believe will put them in a
better position to win every time.
A basketball coach chews on a towel
during games, a football coach eats turf,
and
Check out some of the strangest habits of
all.
#12 Nomar Garciaparra played
with his batting gloves and tapped
his toes before every pitch

the former All-Star shortstop would
adjust the velcro on both batting gloves
several times in a rhythmic fashion. As
soon as he was finished with that, Nomar
moved his bat in windmill like fashion
towards while alternatingly tapping his
toes.
He would kiss his bat and climb the stairs
of the dugout one foot of a time before
getting to the on-deck circle where he
would repeat his at-bat routine over and
over again. He also (almost) never
changed the shirt he would take batting
practice in, and according to his brother
Michael, Nomar would lose it if you ever
touched his hat.
#11 Serena Williams will not
change her socks once during a
tournament
Tennis is a game that relies heavily on the
feet, but Serena asks more out of them
She will only wear a single pair during
any given tournament.

Nomar Garciaparra was a big fan of
rituals. Before every pitch of an at-bat,

#10 Michael Jordan would always
wear his UNC shorts under his NBA

shorts
When Michael first joined the league in
1984, he wore shorts that were longer
than most of his contemporaries. The
reason for this was that Jordan liked to
wear his powder blue North Carolina
shorts under his Bull skivvies. Even
though Jordan had reason for longer
shorts, fellow NBA players soon followed
suit.
#9 Steve Kline never washed his hat
Kline was a left-handed specialist
reliever for several years at the Major
League level. Though he had a solid
career, most fans took notice of Kline's
sweat stained hats.
Kline wouldn't wash his hat a single time
during a season. As a result, Kline's dingy
hat became a common topic of
conversation for the fans.
His hats become such a hot topic that the
St. Louis Cardinals once held a "Steve
Kline Hat Day" where the first 5,000 fans
that entered the park got their own dirty
hat.
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#8 Larry Walker <3's the number 3
Larry Walker was right up there with Ken
Griffey, Jr. and Barry Bonds as one of the
best five-tool players of the 1990s. He was
the National League MVP in 1997, and
was elected to five all-star games.
Why was he so successful? Larry
thinks it has to do with the number
three.
He wore the number 33 for his entire
career, made sure the phone company
gave him a number with as many threes
as he could get, and he would only wake
up at 33 past the hour. Walker even got
married on November 3rd at 3:33pm.
#7 Jason Terry wears the shorts of
his opponents on nights before
games
In basketball, it's important to
understand the enemy as much as
possible. If that means sleeping in the
shorts of your opponents, so be it. Do you
think that's weird? Jason Terry sees
nothing weird about it.
Jason Terry owns a pair of shorts for
every single team in the NBA. On nights
prior to game days, JET will grab the
particular colors of his next opponents
and fall asleep in them.
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#6 Goran Ivanisevic would repeat
the events of a day if he won a match
during a tournament
The Croation tennis legend had a few
typical superstitions, and one atypical
superstition. First, the normal ones:
Ivanisevic would try to never step on the
lines of the court, and he made sure to be
the second player to stand up from his
chair during a change over. Here's where
it gets weird:
If Ivanisevic won a match during a
tournament, he would repeat whatever it
was he did during the day that he won. He
would wear the same clothes, eat at the
same restaurant, and even talk to the
same people.
Later, Goran would admit that
sometimes this superstition, "got very
boring.”
#5 NASCAR has several
superstitions, but most notably
doesn't allow peanut shells on the
track
For a relatively new sport, NASCAR
sure has a lot of superstition surrounding
it.
-There are no green cars since they are
considered bad luck.

-No driver carries $50 dollar bills as they
are also considered bad luck.
-There are no peanut shells permitted on
the track. Any other peanut product is
fine, just no shells are allowed. This is due
to crashes that happened decades ago
where peanut shells were found in the
wrecks of driver who had died.
#4 Barry Fry peed in the corners of
his home soccer stadium in order
to get rid of evil spirits
Barry Fry used to be the manager of
the English Football Club Birmingham
City from 1993-1996. In that time, he
started doing something quite strange.
Believing there were evil spirits living
in their home grounds of St. Andrews, Fry
went to all four corners of the field and
peed on them. This act was done to ward
off the spirits. It's unclear as to how often
he did this, but it probably happened
more than once.
Fry's efforts did little to help
Birmingham City or himself. His team
eventually started losing games, and Fry
was relieved of his duties.
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Michael Jordan
#3 A soccer team bathed in a
crocodile and hippo infested river
before a game and it went just as
well as you might expect
This was a pre-game ritual that
happened only once, but it bears
mentioning.
Back in 2008, African football club
Midlands Por tland Cement was
instructed to take a cleansing dip into
the Zambezi River by their coach. This
was due to the team losing several games
in a row and the coaching staff felt the
team needed a change of luck before
taking on a rival club later in the week.
The Zambezi River is not a river
someone should swim in, especially
where they were located. The particular
area of the river where the team swam
was close to Victoria Falls and it had
especially strong currents. Also, this part
of the river was closed off since it was
infested with hippos and crocodiles.
One of the players drowned in the
incident, and Midlands lost their next
match.

#2 Sergio Goycocheca relieved
himself before every penalty kick
taken against him
Keeper Sergio Goycocheca has appeared
in several soccer highlight reels making
spectacular saves on penalty kicks. Did
he do anything to give himself an edge in
s o c c e r ' s m o s t p re s s u re p a c k e d
situation? Why, yes he did.
Before every single kick taken against

him, Goyococheca would empty his
bladder right on the pitch.
That's right. He peed before every
kick taken against him.
According to Goyococheca, "I was
very subtle and nobody complained.”
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Lyoto Machida

The
drinking of
his own
urine, of
course.

#1 Lyoto Machida drinks his own pee
every single day
MMA fighter Lyoto Machida is a headlining
fighter at UFC bouts and is considered to be
one of the best in the world. To what does he
owe his success?
The drinking of his own urine, of
course.
Machida is a proponent of urine therapy
and believes it has medicinal qualities. "People
think it's a joke. I never said it in the United
States because I don't know how the fans will
react. I drink my urine every morning like a
natural medicine."
Machida isn't alone in this either. He learned
about it from his father and his whole entire
family does it as well.
Https://bleacherreport.com/articles/570269the-50-weirdest-superstitions-in-sports

Michael
Jordan would
always wear
his UNC shorts
under his NBA
shorts
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Mortal
Kombat

F

or many 90's kids, Mortal Kombat
was the ultimate video game, it
offered insanely entertaining
action, gruesome fight scenes and a story
line that kpt the game going. From
Gameboys to the latest X Box and Play
Station, Mortal Kombat has withstood
the test of time and has gained new
followers, becoming a true cult classic.
This is not something we would suggest
you watch with children or anyone with a
nervous disposition, it's quite gory to say
the least.
The 2021 movie adaptation of the game
comes with all the bells and whistles,
largely owing to the impressive graphics.
Summary: MMA fighter Cole Young
(Lewis Tan), accustomed to taking a
beating for money, is unaware of his
heritage - or why Outworld's Emperor
Shang Tsung (Chin Han) has sent his best
warrior, Sub-Zero ( Joe Taslim), an
otherworldly Cryomancer, to hunt Cole
down. Fearing for his family's safety, Cole

goes in search of Sonya Blade (Jessica
McNamee) at the direction of Jax
(Mehcad Brooks), a Special Forces Major
who bears the same strange dragon
marking Cole was born with. Soon, he
finds himself at the temple of Lord Raiden
(Tadanobu Asano), where Cole trains
with experienced warriors as he prepares
for a high stakes battle for the universe.
But will Cole be pushed hard enough to
unlock his arcana - the
immense power from
within his soul - in time to
save not only his family,
but to stop Outworld once
and for all?
What to expect: It's fun,
brutal, action packed,
awesome stunt work and
true to the game's niche
for jaw dropping
fatalities.
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What to expect: It's
fun, brutal, action
packed, awesome
stunt work and true
to the game's niche
for jaw dropping
fatalities.

